Current treatments for anxiety disorders are effective but limited by the high frequency of clinical relapse. Processes underlying relapse are thought to be experimentally modeled in fear conditioning experiments with return fear (ROF) inductions. Thereby reinstatementinduced ROF might be considered a model to study mechanisms underlying adversity-induced relapse. Previous studies have reported differential ROF (i.e. specific for the danger stimulus) but also generalized ROF (i.e. for safe and danger stimuli), but reasons for these divergent findings are not clear yet. Hence, the response pattern (i.e. differential or generalized) following reinstatement may be of importance for the prediction of risk or resilience for ROF.
INTRODUCTION
Anxiety and stress-related disorders are highly prevalent and tend to be persistent (Wittchen et al., 2011) . A major limitation to long-term remission of anxiety disorders is the high relapse rate despite of effective psychological and pharmacological interventions (Yonkers, Bruce, Dyck, & Keller, 2003) . Thus, relapse prevention may represent a good intervention point for improving long-term therapeutic efficacy, which has recently become a major focus of experimental and clinical research (Fitzgerald, Seemann, & Maren, 2014; Haaker et al., 2013; Kindt, Soeter, & Vervliet, 2009; Schiller et al., 2010) .
Processes underlying clinical relapse are modeled in the laboratory using classical conditioning paradigms and return of fear (ROF) manipulations following extinction training in animals and humans (Bouton, 2002; Vervliet, Craske, & Hermans, 2013) . Thereby, extinction is thought to generate competing inhibitory extinction memories that co-exist with fear memories (Bouton, 2004; Myers & Davis, 2007) rather than erase them. Insufficient expression of extinction memories upon re-confrontation with the conditioned stimulus at a later time thus results in ROF (Bouton, 2002) , a suggested experimental analog of clinical relapse (Vervliet et al., 2013) . Experimentally, ROF can be induced by the mere passage of time (spontaneous recovery), a contextual change (renewal) and the unexpected re-exposure to the unconditioned stimulus or another aversive event (reinstatement, RI) (Bouton, 2004; Vervliet et al., 2013) .
Reinstatement has been well characterized in rodent single-cue studies (i.e. employing only one conditioned stimulus) already decades ago (Bouton & Bolles, 1979; Bouton, 2000; Rescorla & Heth, 1975) . In humans however, differential conditioning protocols (i.e. employing a safe conditioned stimulus [CS-] and a conditioned danger stimulus [CS+] ) yield evidence for reinstatement-induced ROF specifically (or more pronounced) to the CS+ (differential reinstatement) in some studies, while others demonstrate ROF to both CS+ and 4 CS-to a similar degree (generalized reinstatement) (Haaker, Golkar, Hermans, & Lonsdorf, 2014) . Of note, single cue designs, as employed in rodents, do not allow for a dissociation between generalized or differential increase of ROF.
Importantly, the ability to maintain discrimination under aversive circumstances is negatively associated with pathological anxiety (Duits et al., 2015; Lissek et al., 2005) and predictive of resilient responding to stress (Craske et al., 2012) . Furthermore, excessive generalization (i.e., failure to discriminate dangerous from safe stimuli) is a common hallmark of anxiety disorders (Duits et al., 2015; Lissek et al., 2005) . Hence, the response pattern (i.e. differential or generalized) following experimental reinstatement may prove useful for the prediction of risk of clinical relapse or resilience (Haaker et al., 2014; . Accordingly, it has been suggested that reinstatement-induced ROF may serve as an experimental model for studying mechanisms underlying adversity-induced clinical relapse (Scharfenort, Menz, & Lonsdorf, 2016) although clinical studies are lacking to date.
Individual differences in the ability to acquire and extinguish conditioned fear have already been identified by prior research (Haaker et al., 2015; Indovina, Robbins, Núñez-Elizalde, Dunn, & Bishop, 2011; Kindt & Soeter, 2014) . The contribution of individual differences to the quality (i.e. CS discrimination) of ROF remain however largely unexplored to date. Thereby, state anxiety represents a particularly strong candidate, as a number of preliminary reports have linked trait anxiety and exposure to life adversity to the quality of ROF following reinstatement. In particular, different studies from Merel Kindt's lab (Kindt et al., 2009; Kindt & Soeter, 2013; Soeter & Kindt, 2010) suggest that reinstatement to the CSresponse may be correlated with trait anxiety manifesting however only in SCRs (Kindt & Soeter, 2013; Soeter & Kindt, 2010) or only in FPS (Kindt et al., 2009) in different studies. In addition, accounting for trait anxiety as a covariate changed SCRs results from generalized to differential reinstatement effects in one report (Kindt & Soeter, 2013) but the direction of this finding was not further discussed. Furthermore, this effect was only observed in some 5 experimental groups across studies (Kindt et al., 2009; Soeter & Kindt, 2010) .
Hence, these inconclusive effects across studies and dependent measures may suggest that trait anxiety, as a stable individual tendency to respond with an increase in state anxiety in face of adversity (Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 1983) , may not show a uniform link to return of fear phenomena. In fact, state anxiety (i.e. the unpleasant response while coping with adverse situations (Spielberger et al., 1983) ), may also exert a direct effect on the quality of ROF as state-trait models (of anxiety) assume that the impact of traits on responding and behavior are mediated by states (Spielberger et al., 1983) . Hence, state anxiety might be more directly linked to emotional processing and may thus exert a more uniform effect on behavior than traits, although both are conceptually interrelated.
Recently, a preliminary study suggested a link between high state anxiety and CS discrimination in fear-potentiated startle during ROF to contextual stimuli (GlotzbachSchoon, Andreatta, Mühlberger, & Pauli, 2015) , but studies on cued conditioning are lacking to date. The purpose of the present study was hence to investigate an association between state anxiety and reinstatement-induced ROF to cued CSs in a larger sample. Thereby we employed a multimodal investigation of this phenomenon by using subjective ratings of fear and expectancy of the unconditioned stimulus (US) as well as different physiological measures (SCRs, FPS) which have been suggested to be reflective of different underlying mechanisms of fear learning and expression (Hamm & Weike, 2005; Lipp & Purkis, 2005; Lipp, 2006) . For instance, SCRs can be considered an index of arousal whereas FPS have been shown to closely follow stimulus valence (Hamm & Weike, 2005; Lipp & Purkis, 2005;  for in-depth discussion see Lipp, 2006) . Based on our previous results we expected individuals characterized by high state anxiety to display less discriminative (i.e. generalized) responding following adversity-induced ROF in the laboratory (i.e. reinstatement), which is expected to be primarily driven by increased CS-responding. (Mertens et al., 2015) and data were re-analyzed here by means of a dimensional approach to study the role of state anxiety. To integrate our results into the existing literature employing a categorical approach (e.g. Glotzbach-Schoon et al., 2015; ), significant findings were followed up by exploratory analyses, categorically grouping participants into high and low STAI state anxious groups based on a median split (see Supplementary Materials).
Experimental stimuli.
Stimulus presentation was controlled with Presentation software (NeuroBehavioral Systems, Albany California, USA). Blue snow fractals (200 by 200 pixels) in a white square presented in the center of a black background (Mertens et al., 2015) served as CSs (duration 8s) and a white fixation cross on a black background served as the inter-trial-interval (ITI, duration 13, 15 or 17s). The US was an electro-tactile stimulus (three 2 ms rectangular pulses; inter-pulse interval 40 ms) administered to the back of the right hand with a 1 cm diameter surface electrode with a platinum pin (Specialty Developments, Bexley, UK) through a Digitimer 7 DS7A constant current stimulator (Hertfordshire, UK).
Procedure
The procedure has been published in detail previously as a report of the main effect of task 1 and will thus only be briefly described in the following (Mertens et al., 2015) . Prior to the experiment, participants underwent a calibration procedure to individually adjust US intensity. The first experimental phase functioned as a fear expression phase in which participants were informed by a cover story (for the purpose of studying the role of experience vs. instruction referred to as training phase), that only one of the CSs (that is, the CS1) but never the CS-would be followed by the US (coinciding with CS offset). A third CS (CS2) served the purpose of investigating the role of instruction on fear expression (Mertens et al., 2015) and participants were instucted that the CS2 would be followed by the US during test but not training while in fact no US was presented during the test phase. The second experimental phase served as an extinction phase (for the purpose of the cover story labeled test phase) and consisted of non-reinforced presentations of all CSs, even though participants were informed that CS1 and CS2 would be reinforced.
Fear expression and extinction consisted of 27 trials (9 per CS type) per experimental phase, whereof the CS1 was reinforced twice during expression only as previous work has shown that actual CS-US pairing experience adds little to an instructed fear conditioning design (Mertens et al., 2015; Raes, De Houwer, De Schryver, Brass, & Kalisch, 2014) . In between the extinction and the reinstatement test (reinstatement-test) phase, three unannounced reinstatement USs (ISI of 5 s) were delivered (37 s after the last CS onset during extinction, that is 5s after the end of the last rating block during extinction and 5 s after reinstatement context onset). The reinstatement context consisted of a black background (i.e. the cue 8 background to maintain the experimental context (Haaker et al., 2014) ) and avoid context switches. Seventeen s after the last reinstatement US, the first of nine (three of each CS type) additional unreinforced CS presentations during the reinstatement-test phase was presented (CS type counterbalanced).
During 2/3 of the CS presentations (for each CS type), a startle probe was administered (5.5s or 6.5s post-CS onset). The first CS after the reinstatement USs was always startled to capture the transient reinstatement effect. During the ITI, startle probes were administered in 2/3 of the cases (5/6/8/9s for the 13s ITI; 5/6.5/9.5/11s for the 15s ITI; 5/7.5/11/13 for the 17s ITI).
Psychophysiological recordings and subjective ratings
Skin conductance (SCR) and startle signals were recorded (Mertens et al., 2015 ) using a BIOPAC MP-100 amplifier and Acqknowledge 3.9 software (BIOPAC Systems Inc, Goleta, California, USA). Data were manually scored offline using a custom-made program according to published recommendations (Blumenthal et al., 2005; Boucsein et al., 2012) . Reactions showing recording artifacts (i.e. electrode malfunctioning) or when spontaneous blinks occurred right before (i.e. 50ms), during or right after the startle probe onset (for startle reactions only) were treated as missing data points (Mertens et al., 2015) . Briefly, SCRs were scored as the first response initiating within a 0.9-4.0 s post-CS/US onset with a minimumamplitude >0.02μS. Prior to analysis, SCR data (magnitude) were log-transformed and range -corrected. Startle responding was elicited using a 95 dB white noise burst presented binaurally through Sennheiser headphones (Wedemark, Germany). The raw signal was rectified and integrated. Startle responses occurring 20-120ms post-startle-probe onset were scored (Blumenthal et al., 2005) . Prior to analysis, startle data (magnitudes) were Ttransformed. One participant was excluded from analyses of startle data due to insufficient data quality.
US expectancy and fear ratings (referring to the most recent encounter for each CS) were 9 provided every nine trials on 9-point Likert scales (Mertens et al., 2015) .
Statistical analyses
Data were analyzed using SPSS 22 for Windows (IBM Corp., Armonk, NewYork). AMOS (Version 22) was used to construct path analyses testing the direct effects of STAI-S on CS1/CS-and CS2/CS-discrimination before and after reinstatement on multiple read-out measures. Due to the transient effect of reinstatement, blocks of three single trials (Haaker et al., 2014; per time-point were employed for SCRs and blocks of 2 single trials for startle (note that only 2/3 of trials were startled). As subjective ratings were only provided intermittently, single-rating trials were used for analyses. Importantly, the relevance of a varying number of trials in statistical analyses of reinstatement effects has been discussed in our recent review (Haaker et al., 2014) and experimentally investigated in our recent publication demonstrating that results are strongest when considering single-trials but comparable when considering blocks of two or three single trials .
Path analyses as an extension of multiple regression allows to estimate the magnitude and significance on the hypothesized causal effect state anxiety exerts on ROF-induced reactivity for each outcome measure and, additionally, determines the associative relationship between all dependent variables in one comprehensive model. Starting from a saturated model including data of all dependent variables as well as age and sex and allowing all possible connections, backward selection of non-significant paths (trends up to p<0.01 were included) was performed. Starting from this initial model, non-significant paths were removed from the final model. Significant effects of STAI-S on any dependent measure were followed up by reduced path analyses for each dependent variable testing CS1/CS-and CS2/CSdiscrimination before and after reinstatement as well as CS-specific changes in responding from before to after reinstatement. Paths testing for a possible influence of age and sex were 10 also added to these analyses.
In addition, to test for a possible impact of state anxiety on mean conditioned responding during fear expression (i.e. practice phase) and extinction (i.e. test phase) similar path models were constructed for these experimental phases. Level of significance was set at p<0.05, twosided model fit was assessed using root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) with thresholds of <0.01, <0.05, <0.08, <0.10 and >0.10 indicating excellent, good, fair, mediocre or poor fit of the final model (Browne & Cudeck, 1992; MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996) . Reported regression coefficients reflect standardized betas.
RESULTS
We refer to our previous work (Mertens et al., 2015) for a detailed description of the main effects of task. Briefly, results of this study showed that instructions elicited robust fear expression with only a marginally additional impact of actual CS-US pairing experience.
Importantly, non-differential ROF was observed independently from actual experience or fear instruction on all dependent measures.
The impact of state anxiety on CS discrimination during fear expression and extinction
In line with our main hypothesis that state anxiety primarily affects the responding in face of adversity (i.e. reinstatement manipulation), no significant impact of state anxiety on fear expression and extinction has been observed for any of the dependent variables. In detail, neither path analyses for fear expression (practice) and extinction (test) revealed any significant impact of STAI-S on difference scores between CS1/CS-and CS2/CS-(data not shown).
All path analyses revealed a significant impact of age on STAI-S scores (standardized path coefficient: 0.34, p=0.032) indicating decreased state anxiety with increasing age. 
The impact of state anxiety on CS discrimination during return of fear
In line with our hypothesis, state anxiety showed a significant negative association (Figure 1) with reinstatement induced differential responding between CS1 and CS-for SCRs For SCRs, this effect resulted from a significant influence of STAI-S on CS1/CSdiscrimination after (standardized path coefficient after reinstatement: -0.40, p=0.003, model fit RMSEA<0.001, Supplementary Materials Figure S1 ) but not before reinstatement induction (no significant path). More precisely, higher state anxiety scores were associated with lower CS1/CS-discrimination after reinstatement. In addition, state anxiety did not impact on response enhancement to the CS1 or the CS-specifically (no significant paths).
Hence, the effect results from genuine CS discrimination that can neither be specifically 12 attributed to enhanced CS1 responding or reduced CS-responding from the end of extinction to the post-reinstatement test phase.
For FPS, only CS2 response enhancement from the end of extinction to post-reinstatement test was negatively associated with state anxiety (standardized path coefficient: -0.42, p=0.005, model fit RMSEA<0.001, Supplementary Materials Figure S2 ). More precisely, lower anxiety scores were associated with stronger response enhancement to the CS2 from before to after reinstatement. Furthermore, no impact of state anxiety on CS-response enhancement (no significant path) or timepoint-specific (before or after reinstatement manipulation) CS2/CS-discrimination was observed (no significant paths).
In contrast to SCRs and FPS, no significant effects were observed for reinstatement-induced response enhancement for subjective fear or expectancy ratings (no significant paths). Again, all path analyses revealed a significant impact of age on STAI-S scores (standardized path coefficient: 0.34, p=0.032) indicating decreased state anxiety with increasing age.
DISCUSSION
The present work provides evidence for the impact of individual differences in statedependent anxiety on the differentiability/generalization of experimentally induced ROF, which may aid our understanding of the mechanisms underlying clinical relapse.
More precisely, a negative association between state anxiety (STAI-S) and reinstatementinduced CS1/CS-(SCRs) and CS2/CS-discrimination (FPS) was observed. Importantly, the impact of state anxiety on conditioned responding was specific for the post-reinstatement test phase in SCRs while for FPS state anxiety increased reinstatement-induced responding for the CS2 specifically. Moreover, no anxiety-related differences in CS-discrimination during fear expression and extinction were observed in any dependent measure.
Taken together, our SCRs data clearly support an association between higher levels of state 13 anxiety and a tendency for generalization of conditioned responding following return of fear induction. This nicely matches our previous results on the impact of recent life adversity on reinstatement-induced ROF . This may have important clinical relevance because the ability to maintain discrimination under aversive circumstances is negatively associated with pathological anxiety (Duits et al., 2015; Lissek et al., 2005) and is predictive of resilient responding to life stress (Craske et al., 2012) while excessive generalization (i.e., failure to discriminate dangerous from safe stimuli) is a common hallmark of anxiety disorders (Duits et al., 2015; Lissek et al., 2005) . In our data, state anxietydependent differences in discrimination following reinstatement in SCRs were driven by genuine differences in CS discrimination which could not be attributed to response enhancement or decrement in any CS-type specifically. Previous studies have suggested deficient safety signal processing in high and pathological anxiety (Gazendam, Kamphuis, & Kindt, 2013; Haaker et al., 2015; Haddad, Pritchett, Lissek, & Lau, 2012; Kong, Monje, Hirsch, & Pollak, 2014) potentially contributing to generalized conditioned responding after adverse events (e.g. reinstatement, life events) in these individuals. Generally, our data provide evidence for state-dependent modulation of return of fear by situation-bound (state) anxiety. Our data thus may provide insight into possible mechanisms for enhanced relapse risk for affective psychopathology following exposure to major life events (Francis, Moitra, Dyck, & Keller, 2012; Hettema, Kuhn, Prescott, & Kendler, 2006; Kendler, Hettema, Butera, Gardner, & Prescott, 2003) and nicely resemble the impact of recent (but not childhood) adversity on reinstatement-induced return of fear . It can be speculated that interventions specifically tailored to target emotion regulation capacity and coping strategies to reduce negative affect in the aftermath of exposure to adversity might be efficient in reducing relapse risk in remitted patients. In fact, there is evidence that the induction of positive mood states prior to extinction learning may reduce experimentally induced return of fear (Zbozinek, Holmes, & Craske, 2015) . Future studies that 14 experimentally induce positive and negative mood states prior to experimental ROF induction are warranted to investigate these hypotheses in depth to allow for causal inferences.
Our data represent an impact of state anxiety on the differentiability/generalization of cued return of fear while preliminary findings with identical directionality have been reported previously for trait anxiety (Kindt et al., 2009; Kindt & Soeter, 2013; Soeter & Kindt, 2010) and for contextual cues (Glotzbach-Schoon et al., 2015) . Thereby, previous results for trait anxiety were somewhat inconsistent across the studies -in particular with respect to the dependent measures and experimental groups showing this effect. It is thus conceivable that the (quality) of return of fear is mood-dependent and that effects of trait anxiety emerge due to generally rather strong correlations between measures of state and trait anxiety. Hence, as the correlation between trait and state anxiety is not linear, the moderating effects of trait anxiety may only be evident at extreme scores. In support of this hypothesis, Kindt et al. (2009) observed a correlation between trait anxiety and CS discrimination during reinstatement only in the experimental group that was characterized by significantly higher trait anxiety scores than the other experimental groups.
As ROF following reinstatement has not yet been investigated in clinical populations, studies investigating differentiability and generalization of safe and danger cues after reinstatement in patient populations and following exposure to life adversity in remitted patients are eagerly awaited. Interestingly however, while patients suffering from anxiety disorders show deficient CS discrimination already during fear acquisition and extinction (Duits et al., 2015; Lissek et al., 2005) and while trait anxiety has also been linked to deficits in CS-discrimination during conditioning and extinction (Haaker et al., 2013; Kindt & Soeter, 2014 ) the effect of state anxiety was specific to reinstatement induced ROF, as previously reported for context conditioning (Glotzbach-Schoon et al., 2015) . As the effect of anxiety on fear and extinction associated processes is generally rather small and hence requires large sample sizes (Haaker et al., 2015) , it remains to be investigated by future larger studies whether the effect of state 15 anxiety is indeed specific to ROF. Notably, however, others did neither observe an impact of (experimentally induced) state anxiety on CS discrimination during fear acquisition and extinction in a large sample (Vriends et al., 2011) . Furthermore, future studies should address the impact of individual differences in state anxiety on other types of ROF such as renewal and spontaneous recovery. Thereby, similar effects can be expected (Boschen, Neumann, & Waters, 2009 ).
Of note, the impact of state anxiety on reinstatement-induced conditioned responding was restricted to SCRs while reinstatement of conditioned responding in FPS, expectancy and fear ratings were not sensitive to individual differences in state anxiety. This might be explained by higher statistical power, as SCRs responses are acquired for every trial whereas verbal ratings and startle responses are only required intermittently or in 2/3 of the trials respectively.
Moreover, no association between STAI-S dependent discrimination scores for both outcome measures were observed in our final model. Although previous findings on the modulatory effect of anxiety levels on ROF have reported a selective impact on SCRs but not startle or US expectancy (Kindt & Soeter, 2013) or a selective impact on startle but not SCRs or ratings of fear and US expectancy (Glotzbach, Ewald, Andreatta, Pauli, & Mühlberger, 2012; Soeter & Kindt, 2010 ) our model does not allow to infer that SCR and FPS reactivity reflect generally independent processes. Future studies need to address the impact of state anxiety on different dependent variables as well as the association between outcome measures potentially tapping into different affective processes (Hamm & Weike, 2005; Lipp & Purkis, 2005) , in more detail.
Finally, some limitations of the present study should be discussed. First, results are limited to the effects of state anxiety and have therefore to be considered partly as hypothesisgenerating. Future studies should thus include additional measures of trait anxiety and other measures of negative affect to allow for mediation analyses. Second, future studies should extend this work by investigating the specificity of the current findings to state anxiety 16 through the inclusion of other related constructs (i.e. depression, worrying). Third, the present study sample consists of healthy young individuals that present with a range in state anxiety that cannot be considered pathological (i.e. 20-44 with a possible maximum of 80). Hence, the generalizability of findings to populations with a larger range as well as clinical samples needs to be investigated by future studies. Finally, our experimental design consisted of three experimental stimuli and different (partly deceptive) contingency instructions. Hence, the results should be replicated by independent, less ambiguous study designs.
CONCLUSIONS
Here we present first evidence for state-dependent individual differences modulating the maintenance of discriminating safe from dangerous stimuli in face of adversity (i.e. experimental ROF induction through reinstatement). As such, our results from experimental return of fear may aid the understanding of mechanisms underlying clinical relapse and have potentially strong clinical implications. It can be speculated that relapse frequency might be reduced through intervention programs specifically tailored at targeting discriminating threat from safety to counteract fear generalization in particular during the aftermath of adversity in remitted patients. Furthermore, interventions to maintain or generate positive and reduce negative mood states in remitted patients may promote resilience against relapse.
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